A head new may be on the horizon. The Tech is always in advance, for the facts as oralized for the Editor-in-Chief are always in advance in the subject appears in the w-e next w-week.

MARDIGIAN CLUB

The Mandolin Club are holding a concert on Wednesday, April 28, 1:00 P.M., in the Dudley Rogers Room. Attendance at this rehearsal will result in the first concert which will be held on April 30. The program announced will include all the usual numbers.

The club should attend rehearsal promptly, especially the first concert review in a very short time.

- MARDIGIAN CLUB

NEW ENGLAND STRUCTURAL CO.
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and SPECIALISTS IN STEEL CONSTRUCTION

Complete Contracts for Power Plants, Factories, and all Industrial Enterprises
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EVERETT, MASS.
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Armstrong Transfer Co.

Baggage, Carriage and Automobile Service at all Railroad Stations

Branch Office in Railroad Ticket Office, Ames Building, Court and Washington Streets.

Purchase your railroad ticket in advance and let us check your luggage to destination thereby saving you the trouble of rechecking at station.

Brookline Office — 430 Centre St., General Office — 711 Albany St.,

Brookline, Boston.

Telephone: Brookline 1028.

Iron :: Steel :: Metals

Arthur C. Harvey Co.

374-394 Congress Street

BOSTON, MASS.

TELEPHONE, MAIN 7000

TOOL STEEL

SHRINK IRON

PLATE STEEL

BOILER TUBES

CONCRETE BOLTS

SOLDER

COFFER

We Are Equipped to Cut to Length Any Material Carried in Stock

MEMORIAL SOCIETY HOLDS

RECORD MEETING IN MEMORIAL TO ANNE M. SOLOMON

At the first meeting of the Memorial Society, the attendance, of over fifty new members, appeared more than ever out last year, when only six were present. Dean Burton, President Williams, and several others of the Board of Directors, at the Universities at Boston University, and several of the faculty of the other students present.

President gives an outline of the society and told about the history. The meeting was held in 1846, with several new members.

Dean Burton asked if the society when it was still young in the Institute, the influence of the Institute was one of culture and ideas rather than of religion. Dean Burton said, "The Society was not so much apart from the outside world, but should have a pride in his movement with the outside world, but should have a pride in his movement, where of the necessary and otherwise to society." The Board of Directors was instructed to open the society with a beginning of discussions, and that the facts are the direct result of those volumes on that subject were the. The theory of the theory of advantage, over the public, and important issues were brought by the Board of Directors.

The officers of the society are: President, H. M. L. Prince; Vice-Preside, J. R. B. Wilson; Secretary, J. R. B. Wilson; Treasurer, W. R. Kimball; and the Editor-in-Chief, W. R. Kimball.

MENORAH SOCIETY HOLDS

ANNUAL MEETING TUESDAY, OCTOBER 22, 1917

Fell men and women to the fact that smoking in the corridors of the University is the height of impropriety and a practice which neither cultural nor industrial magazines, which can be recovered in the Institute libraries.

It seems that it is always necessary to remind that part of the undergraduate body which does not take part in the various athletic doings that their support is absolutely essential for the success of their representatives. Recently the Pennsylvania compli- men her undergraduate body for its support in the line of chem- smaller is recognized as an important factor in the success of college teams. Will it be necessary to admonish the two lower classes to have some rip-roaring cheers on hand for Field Day? Nothing else lends more to the spirit of good-will and civility than the giving of the one fact to others through the media of the press. Technology has never been a big factor in preliminary courses, but on the occasion if no or other insti- ments can show that they appreciate what that vague thing proverbial "the College Spirit." It is deplorable that it should be necessary to call the attention of instructors, to the fact that students in the corridors of the buildings is the height of impertinence and a practice which cannot be condoned. True it is usually the freshman who is guilty of this breach of discipline, but the higher class are certain upperclassmen who lurk in the corridors smoking with the greatest of unconcern. Ignorance on the part of the freshmen and others who are at the Institute for the first time is no excuse and there is certainly no justification for the other men who should know better. Immediate discontinuance of this indulgence should make rations on the matter unnecessary.

This Saturday the first five weeks of the term will come to an end and the freshmen—should receive their first reports soon. The upperclassmen are the men who are apt to overlook the fact that a third of the term has passed. With the present conditions which are likely to take one’s mind from his studies, a little reminder might accomplish something good. Happily, it is possible that this advice will work now and will correct the ever unpleasant and unsatisfactory cramming just before the end of the term.
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